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Supplemental materials are not homework assignments. You do not have to
turn in a solution to suggested problems here. But you are responsible for the
content. In general consider these as reading assignments with some fill in the
blank calculations.

On Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization approach

This topic was most possibly covered in 311-312. But it will be a good
exercise to go over it in the context of what we mean by bound states.

In classical mechanics a bound state -ignoring chaotic systems- can be defined
as a motion that has finite period. That is the motion repeats in time. Since the
classical state of a one dimensional system is described by the momentum p and
position q for all times, a periodic orbit is a closed curve in the pq plane called
the phase space. Since total mechanical energy is a constant of motion and
given as E = p2/2m+ V (q) the different orbits will be described with different
values of E. Also the motion in one dimension means that the particle should at
some point reverse its momentum which means that there has to be two turning
points where p = 0. So these turning points q̃ will be given by the equation
V (q̃) = E.

We shall try to marry this observation with a creative implementation of the
uncertainty relation. Now since Heisenberg’s relation says that the position and
momentum of the particle can not both be definite at a given time the phase
space as a continuum of points is meaningless. Instead one might consider it as
a fuzzy lattice with tiles of the size of δpδq = h. The quantization condition for
bound state energies thus can be argued to be not too far from the following∮

pdq = nh n ∈ N

where the loop integral is simply the total area that the orbit occupies in the
phase space. This approach will be better and better as we increase the energy
and it will be worse when one tries to find the lowest allowed energy. This is
so since the ratio of the cells of size h in the perimeter to those in the area is
largest for the lowest energy.

So a classical bound state is also bound in the quantum case. The only
requirement is that one has to have V (q̃) = E should have two finite solutions.

Of course a non-bound state in classical mechanics should also be a non-
bound state in quantum mechanics. This gives us a heuristic idea about why
bound state energies turn out to be discrete. Of course we shall give a formal
meaning to this but for now we can simply say that it is the requirement that
the energy eigenstates vanish at infinity that gives us a non-trivial condition
and discrete energies.

Note that classically there is no state beyond the turning point. Since clas-
sically the particle can not penetrate a potential beyond the turning point. In
quantum mechanics of the harmonic oscillator potential we have already seen
this to happen for the ground state which turned out to be a gaussian which
extends to infinity. But at infinity the state vanishes and hence the current as
well.

To that end let us consider the following Hamiltonian
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H = − ~2

2m

∂2

∂x2
+ V (x)

And assume that there is a global minimum of the potential at xo (for
simplicity let us assume V (xo is finite). One can show that if the states go to
zero at ±∞ we must have, for any normalized state Ψ(x, t),

ĒΨ =

∫ ∞
−∞

dx Ψ(x, t)∗HΨ(x, t) > V (xo).

But if Ψ(x, t) is an eigenstate of enery -statinary state- with eigenvalue E
one has

E > V (xo)

since the expectation value of the energy is simply the energy of the eigenstate
in this case.

Note that in quantum mechanics the equal sign is absent in the inequality
above. In classical mechanics a solution exists such that the particle sits still
at the minimum of the potential meaning that the equality may apply for the
lowest energy state. In quantum mechanics the structure of the Shroedinger’s
equation -which of course has built in Heisenberg uncertainty since it is a wave
equation- prohibits this possibility.

As a reminder of 311-312 you can use Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization to find
the energy eigenvalues of the following family of polynomial potentials

Vk(x) = Vo

(
|x|
L

)k
where k > 0. Depending on k you may have to take a dimensionless difficult
integral but you should be able to find the n dependence of En.

On the number operator in relation to the harmonic oscialltor

Consider the operators A, A† and N ≡ A†A. We are not given their explicit
form but only the following commutators

[N,A] = −A[
N,A†

]
= +A†[

A,A†
]

= 1

Let us assume we are also given that the eigenstates of N exist with discrete
eigenvalues. That is we have

Nϕn = f(n)ϕn

Now let us consider the following where we use the inner product as defined in
class

(ϕn, Nϕn) =
(
ϕn, A

†ψn
)

where ψn = Aϕn. But via the meaning of the adjoint in relation to the inner
product we must have
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(
ϕn, A

†ψn
)

= (ψn, Aϕn)
∗

and thus we get

(ϕn, Nϕn) = (Aϕn, Aϕn)
∗

= (Aϕn, Aϕn) > 0

the last equation follows from the property of the inner product we have men-
tioned in class

(Ψ,Φ) = (Φ,Ψ)
∗

we thus have

f(n) > 0

This positivity is surely related to the fact that N is somewhat of a quadratic
operator -the analogue in complex numbers would for instance be z∗z.

Now as we did in class by using the commutators of N with A gives us the
following results

N(Aϕn) = [f(n)− 1](Aϕn)

and

N(A†ϕn) = [f(n)− 1](A†ϕn)

So Aϕn is also an eigenvector of N with eigenvalue f(n)− 1 and A†ϕn is an
eigenvector of N with eigenvalue f(n) + 1.

So we can say Aϕn is proportional to ϕn−α and A†ϕn is proportional to
ϕn+β . However N = A†A and thus we must have α = β and we also surely
have α an integer. Since we also know that these are eigenstates we must have
the following

f(n+ α) = f(n) + 1

and

f(n− α) = f(n)− 1

This immediately gives

1

2
[f(n+ α)− f(n− α)] = 1

Since this is in principle a first order recurrences relation the solution is first
order in n and thus we posit

f(n) = an+ b

which shall give us

aα = 1

From these considerations we realize that it is meaningless take α anything
other than 1 since if we take it to be say 2 then the spectrum reads n/2 + b and
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the next state generated by A† will be (n+ 2)/2 + b and thus all the states they
generate can now be counted using even integers -by a suitable redefinition of b.
And yes there are as many even integers as there are integers. Similarly picking
any other α as an integer will force us to count in integers again.

Thus α = 1 and hence a = 1. So

f(n) = n+ b

But remember that we have found f(n) > 0 from the form of N . On the
other hand as we apply A we lower the value. There must therefore be a state
below which there is no state. We call this ϕ0 and it is to be found via

Aϕ0 = 0

Which shall mean that f(0) = 0 and thus b = 0. Thus we finally arrive at
our results

Nϕn = nϕn

For this reason this operator is called the number operator.
We also have

Aϕn α ϕn−1

and

A†ϕn α ϕn+1

We can do even better. And find the proportionality constants needed in the
above. The commutation relations and the assumption that (ϕn, ϕm) = δmn
will unambiguously help us to do so. We shall do this in lecture so I omit this
step. But if you want to tackle it here are the results

Aϕn =
√
nϕn−1

and

A†ϕn =
√
n+ 1ϕn+1
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